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We formulatea boundaryintegral approachto thedeterminationof periodic steady-stateeutecticgrowth patterns.Thenumerical
implementationof this method allowsus to computethebandof allowedvelocitiesfor a givenundercooling.We illustrate how this
works in a simplified symmetriceutecticsolidifying exactlyat theeutecticcomposition.

1. Introduction That is, we rewrite the equationof motion as an
integro-differentialequationfor the interfaceposi-

Constantvelocity lamellareutecticpatternsare tion. Thistechniquehasproventobeverypowerful
observedduring free growth sufficiently close to in earlier numerical studies[4,51 of steady-state
the eutectic composition[1]. The determinantof patternsin directional solidification. It is signifi-
the allowed wavelengthsand velocities is im- cantly more efficient than methodswhich solve
portantboth for our understandingof the general the field equationsover the entireregionby, say,
problem of patternformation in non-equilibrium finite elementdecomposition.Here,weusea simi-
systemsas well as the practical control of alloy tarapproachfor eutecticgrowth,andpresentsome
microstructure.Also, a carefulstudyof this prob- samplecalculationson a simplified versionof the
tern is the first step towardsformulating a more full problem.
complete theory of the full range of possible This paper containsseveralimportant results.
eutecticstructures. First, we demonstratethe easewith which onecan

There have been many previous studies of find an explicit solution for the band of allowed
lamellar eutectics[1]. Perhapsthe best known is patterns at fixed undercooling. These solutions
the work of Hunt andJackson[2] who solved the correspondto steady-statelamellar structuresof
equation analytically by employing several ap- varying velocity and wavelength.Next, we show
proximations. Later, Dayte and Langer [3] ex- that thereis indeeda maximumvelocity at fixed
tendedthis work to includea discussionof possi- undercooling, as indicated in the approximate
ble instabilitiesat off-eutecticcompositions.These analyticalcalculationsof Hunt and Jackson.Fi-
works madesignificantprogresstowardselucidat- nally, we find a fold in the solution branch,corre-
ing the possiblebehavior,buthad to makeuse of spondingto a maximum value of p = vX/4D for
hard to justify assumptionsto carry through the velocity v, wavelength X and diffusion constant
analysis. D. The velocity at this fold increasesas ~2 for

In this paper, we develop and apply the undercooling ~. We compare this to a related
boundary integral methodologyfor this system. finding in directionalsolidification.
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The outline of this paper is as follows. In wherev~is the normalvelocity andC~’°,C~’~are
section 2, we review the derivation of an integro- the concentrationsat the phaseboundaries.The
differential equation, employingstandardGreen abovetwo equationsare valid at the liquid—solid
function techniquesto the diffusion equation.In A andliquid—solid B lines respectively.
section3, we describeour numericalalgorithmfor We assumelocal thermodynamicequilibrium at
generatingsolutions.Section4 presentsour results a fixed temperature T = TE — LX. Using the
for the symmetric eutectic solidifying at the Gibbs—Thomsoncondition, we derive
eutectic composition.Finally, section 5 describes
extensionsto this studycurrently in progress. m~ (c~— CE) = — YAK = m~( c~’—

(3a)

2. Integro-differential equation m~(C~t— CE) = — = m~(CsB— C~), (3b)

where C~B are the solid compositions at the
Let us start with a standardeutectic phase

eutectic temperature,and ~AB are the capillary
diagram [1] such as that shown in fig. 1. The

lengths 57AB T
01 /L where GAB are the surface

slopes of the solidus and liquidus lines for the
energiesof the solid A—liquid and solid B—liquid

A-rich and B-rich phasesare respectivelydenoted interfaces,L is the latent heat, and the tempera-
by m~B,m~B.The eutecticcomposition,denoted tures Tm refer to the purephasemelting points.
by CE, is the pointat which the two liquidus lines Finally, the triple phasepoint equilibriumgives
meet,at the eutectic temperatureTE. rise to the conditions

The equations describing eutectic crystalliza-
tion are as follows. First, the concentrationin GA C05

0A + G~

55COS

0B = GAB,

eachphasesatisfiesthe diffusion equation a sin 9A = 0A sin °B’ (4)
D

1v
2C= 8C/8t, (1)

if 9 is the anglebetweenthe liquid—solid interface

where the diffusion constantsare phasedepen- andthe (vertical) AB phaseboundary,with surface
dent. At large distancesfrom the front, C —+ C~. energy ~AB• This set of equationsthen allows for
Next, conservationof matter gives rise to the the evaluationof the normal velocity, given the
Stefanboundarycondition. currentvaluesof the interfaceandfield variables.

We wish to focus on steady-stategrowth at
~ ç’C ~ DAh vC s = — (C~t— C~”)v~, somevelocity v. Let usdefinea new dimensionless

(2a) concentrationvariable

D~hV7C I ~— DBh~V7C = _(C~~t— C~)v~, C — CE C~— CE (5)
(2b) Ct—CE’ C~—CE

Similarly, we definethe dimensionlessvariables

TM(A) liquid

T ~ TM (pure B) m~B(C~— CE)E A / A,B — v~AB

co—exi~tence
—

2Djm~,B( É — CE)
1.

/ We also needvariousratios
CE

0A k~,B= mAB aAB = C~— CE
_________________ 55

m~~B D’ ~C~—C E SiFig. 1. Binary eutecticphasediagram.
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SI
SI
SIFinally, we rescale all lengths by the diffusion where ~ ~A.B correspond to as yet unknown
SI

length v/2D?. Then the aboveequationstake the charge layers, and G, GAB are the steady-state
Si

form diffusive Green functions to be discussedin the
Sinext section.

+ 2-~= 0 liquid, Next, we must imposethe Stefancondition(eq.
(6)) on the generalsolution above;this yields

aA.~
2u + 2~= 0 solid, (~— ~A.B) — GA.B~A.B +

2~,B

ay S

u~uO1 as ~ = _2(u~B_u~B).

ii• vuL— aA.Bh. r~u~=_2(u~B— u~~B). (6) This immediatelyimplies I

4~=aA4~A (alongTA), Iwherethe values of the field at the interfacesare
i~i=GBi~iB (alongRB).

u~=~—y’~sc,u~=~_yBK,
Note that we are not imposingthe Stefancondi-

= 1 + kA(~1— YAK) u~= /3 + k’~(~— YBK). tion along the TAB boundary, but instead are

(7) assumingthat it alwaysremainsa straight vertical
line. This correspondsto assumingthat diffusion

This derivation shows that the system is de- in either solid is much slower than in the liquid
termined completely by the growth conditions phase.
~A,B u~,andthe materialparameters,~A.B k~A,B, The final equationsare then obtainedby set-
/3, a~. ting u

1 = 0 on the solid side of the ~A and
TB

Wecanuseby now familiar techniquesto write interfaces, and similarly setting u
23 = 0 on the

the above systemas an integrodifferential equa- liquid side of ~A and P~respectively.Thus, at
tion. Specifically,weconstructthe field u1(u2, u3) each point along the entireliquid—solid interface
which is zero everywhereexcept in the liquid there are two equationsto solve. The unknowns
(solid A, solid B) regionwhereit equalsthe actual are the actualinterfacealong ~A and ~B as well as
field u. Let us label the liquid—solid A interface 4. In the next section, we describea numerical
by ~A, the liquid—solid B one by P8 and the procedurefor obtainingsolutionsof thesecoupled
vertical solid—solid line by ~AB~ Then, we can equations.
write down the integral equations There is one result that follows immediately

from the aboveequation.Let us addall the equa-
u1 = u~+ f ((n’. r’G)U~ — G~) tions andintegrateoverone wavelengthwith mea-

LA suredx. Thenthe only surviving term on the right
hand side is the zeroth Fourier componentsof G

+ f ((~‘~V’G)U~— G4~), and h• c~’G.We will soon derive explicit expres-
ES

sion for theseobjectsbut for the moment,we note

u2=f ((n/.v/GA)u~+G~~x) that
LA (1•VG)(O)=0 at y=y’,

+J (h’.c”G”)u” G(O)=a/4p,
s,

~AB
where a = 1, a’~,a

8 in the threephasesrespec-

= f ((n’. ~‘G8)u~ + G8~8) tively. Adding all the equations causes the G4.
piece to cancel,leavingus with the result

+J (ñ’•~’G8)u~, U~o(Xa+Ab)=f dx’ u~+f dx’ u~. (8)
LAB
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Thisjust representsconservationof matteron the valueapproachingthis point from either sideis to
global scale. For the simple case kA = kB = 0, be determinedby extrapolation from the neigh-
/3 = —1, this reducesto the result boring points. The total numberof unknowns is

C~(Xa+ Xb) = CSAXa+ CSBAh,
4N~e2~thereforeneed to find 4N + 2 equations.

where Xa, Xh are the widths of the A and B First, we have the integro-differential equations
phasesandthe overallwavelengthis A = + Xh. evaluatedat the points i= 1, N — I and i = N + 1,

2N — 1, that is everywherebut the interval end-
points and the triple phasepoint. This gives us

3. Numericalapproach 2(2N — 2) equations.Next, the slope at the mid-
phasepoints i = 0 and i = 2N as well as 4” at the

3.1. Discretization same two points must be zero. Thesegive rise to
the approximateconditions

To solve the previousset of equations,we need ~ = ~-o— ~o— — ‘-0
to considerseveral issues. First, we discuss the 2 1 2 2 — 2 2 N 2 2N—I’

discretizationof the interface, allowing us to re- 0 = ~2 — 4~+ ~ = ~2N2 — 4~2Ni + 3~2N =

placethe integro-differentialequationby a set of This bringsus to 4N equations.Finally,we impose
couplednonlinear algebraicequations.Next, we the triple phaseequilibrium condition. This gives
explainhow to evaluatethe Green functions(and the two final equationsinvolving,
derivativesthereof)appearingin theaboveexpres- ~ = ~0N —

sions. Finally we describethe algorithmused to 0 — —

solve the resultingfinite system. B 2 N-s-i 2 N+2’

Let us parametenzethe interface as follows, which are just thosegiven in eq. (4). This corn-
We put points at equal arc length spacing dsA pletesour descriptionof the discretizationproce-
along ~A anddsB along ~B. Let i = 0 be the tip of dure.
phaseA, i = N the A—B boundary,i = 2N the tip 32 Greenfunction

of phaseB. Wealso define midpoints j such that
point j is halfway betweeni =j — I and i =j. In Let us now deal with the Green functions G,
the interior of ~A, J runs from 1 to N andin “8~ GAB. Thesesatisfy
from N + 1 to 2N. Our dependentvariables are 2 2 EIG
taken to be the values 0~of 0=cos1(A’9) at ~7 G+ —-b-— =~(x—x ~ (9)
points s•. In terms of 0., the actual interface . . AB

1 with a = I in the liquid and a = a in the solid
positionsare givenvia .

A, B phase. A solution to this equationwhich
x, = x

1 + dsA cos ~ y, = y5—~— dsA sin 0,, satisfies the periodic boundarycondition aG/ax

= °I~+X/2canbe written as
fori=1,Nand —

x, = x5_5 + dsB cos ~, y~=Y~—i— dsB sin ~ G= ~er’ I’I)/o + e(’)/O

for i = N + 1, 2N.Note that x0 = 0 by assumption ( /

and Yo is also arbitrary and also set to zero. The ~ mrr(x — x )
total number of interface variables is 2N + 2, ,~ P
countingdsA anddsB. Onerelation betweendsA 1 (m~)2

and dsB can be determinedby the requirement X exp — —~ + —~ I — Y’ I
that the pattern has periodicity A, that is via a P
x2N = A/2; so, we can think of one of the un- [i~5~ ~-i

knowns as the wavelength.The other unknowns X —~ + , (10)
are 4,, I = 0, N — 1 and I = N + 1, 2N. Note that a P

is discontinuousat the triple phasepoint andits wherep = Av/4D.

Si
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Si

Si

Si

The sum as it standsis not sufficiently conver- / / m ~r(x — x’) ) is
gent to be tractable numerically. We therefore +sgn(y—y’)~n~cost Si

Siproceed in one of two ways, dependingupon ii
Siwhetherp/a is small or large.For the former,we ~ _e_’ YY’J] ), (12)

can do the sum exactly in the limit a -~ oc. This X

then allows us to rewrite the aboveexpressionas I

with

G= _~_e —y’± —~‘I)/a — _________
/ k~sis~, k~=~/~)+-~.

/77(x—x
x 1041 + e2~I ~ —2 cos~ p ) These sumsneed to be mademoreconvergent,

which canbe accomplishedvia the replacementof

Xe’~] theseexpressionswith

e_y’VO / / . / m~(x— x’
n sini~ / m~(x— x/)) x ~

+ 2p ~cos(

y—y’I

~exp 1 + ( m~\2 / ~ [ks e~~’ — e~~v’I (i +
~a2 ~) ~ I)

+sgn(y_y/)~n~cos(mxx))[ Va2

x [e_kyI5~~I _eY~’I (i +

- exp(-m~Iy-y’I/p)]
(11) with A = — I ~ —y’ /2a2 This replacementthen

mr/p ,j’ requiresusto add to ,I’. v’G the additional term

217
The sumis now absolutelyconvergentand canbe

/im(x—x )
evaluatedto any desiredaccuracyby simpletrun- e~”I~’~sin~ )

method works for ~‘. ~‘G. If we X n~tan P

apply thenormalgradientto the aboveexpression, [ 1 — ~ cost ~ )
the only new problem ariseswhen the derivative
acts on the terms inside the sum. Thesepieces
havetheform +17y/sgn(y_y/)ln(1+e_2~IY_Y~~/P

e’~ I , / m17(x — x’)
~nx sink p ) / 17(x— x’))—2 cost

I k~e_kyI5~’1 k~I~_Y’~]
X k~ — e The final sumsthenare absolutelyconvergentand

can be handledby truncation.
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In a recentpaper,Karma [6] hassuggestedthat This thenhasa finite limit as s —~ s’. The last term
in the small p/a limit, a usefulapproximationto can be integratedexplicitly since 4~(s)is indepen-
G can be obtained by dropping the final sum dentof s’. Similar subtractionswork for the loga-
altogether. A similarly useful approximation to rithmic divergencesin ñ’• c~G;as long as the
R’’ v’G can be obtainedby again dropping the factor multiplying the logarithm is evaluatedat s

final sum, but including the additional termsjust (as opposedto s’) the subtractiontermscan then
computed.Oncethis is done,the errorbeing made be handledanalytically.
is uniformly of order (p/a)2 and can be safely Oncethis is donethe trapezoidalrule gives the
neglectedin many casesof interest, integral correct to 0(1/N2). Derivatives (suchas

For the casep/a large, the above method is neededin thecurvature(K = B0/Bs)) areevaluated
not convenient.In particular, many terms in the by finite differences.The result of all this is a set
sumwill be necessaryto achievethe desiredaccu- of 4N + 2 algebraicequationsfor the chargelayer
racy. In this limit, it is moreconvenientto usethe 4 andthe interface0, A and ds. We also needto
alternateexpression mention the integral over the AB vertical line.

Thisintegralconvergesexponentiallyas y’ —~ — cc
~ ~(y~y.’)/~~ for y fixed alongeither TA or F

8. In section4, for
G = ~ e the specialcase/3 = —1, we will seehow a slight

‘IT
= — shift of definition completelyeliminatesthis term

X K~
1-~ ‘/(x — x’ + 2pn)2+ ~ 2 1 from the equationsandwe neednot worry about
a —Y ) this contribution at all.

(13) We chooseto solve this non-linear systemby
Newton’s method.That is, we startwith an initial

For p/a large,eachsuccessivetermwith higher guessfor the solution and iteratetowardsa final

I n will be exponentially suppressedrelative to set of values. The actual computation can be
the n = 0 piece.Derivativesof G canbecalculated carried out using commerciallyavailable solvers,
by explicitly differentiating each term in the sum such as HYBRD from MINPACK or DZONE
without anylossof convergence, from PORT. Of course,the lack of convergenceto

a solution doesnot automaticallymeanthat none
3.3. The algebraic system exists; it is quitepossiblethat a solution will beso

far removedin the space of variables that an
The integralsin the evolution equationcan be iterativeprocedurewill be unableto find it. Nev-

evaluatedby the trapezoidalrule after explicitly ertheless,our experienceindicates that once one
dealingwith any divergentintegrands.As we have solution is found, nearby solutions (with small
seen,thereare singularitiesin bothG andh’• v’G. changesin, say, someof the experimentallytuna-
After taking into accountthe ~ function piece of ble parameters)are quickly convergedto; further-
A’’ ~7’Gby hand, more, if convergencefails it meansthat asolution

branchhasended.Wewill seethis explicitly in the
A. v7’G — ±~6(s — s’), examplepresentedin section4.

Before turning to a simpleexampleof how thedependingon whether y —~~ ±is, we have, at S

abovealgorithmworks,wewould like to comment Sworst, logarithmically singularterms.Thesecanbe
on the generality of this approach.We havepre-handledby explicit subtraction.For example,we 5

sentedthe formalism for the caseof free eutecticreplaceG4(s’) by
growth, but it is obvious that changingto either

G(x, x’; y, y’) 4(s’) directionalsolidification or eutecticdirectionalso-
lidification is quite easy. It is more difficult to

G(x, x’; ~‘ ~‘) [~(s’) — ~(s)] extendeverythingto threedimensionsbut at least

1
— — ln( s — s’ )2 ~ (s) in the case of periodic structures,this too offers

4im only somenew technicaldetailsto be workedout. S
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This methodology is much more powerful than the 
finite element methods that are currently being 
used. The basic reason for this is that all of our 
points lie on the interface, providing us with a 
detailed picture of the structure of the phase 
boundary. At the expense of a more complicated 
set of algebraic equation, we have eliminated the 
need to find the field throughout space, with a 
huge saving in computer time for a given interface 
resolution. 

4. A model calculation 

In this section we present numerical results on 
the simplest possible version of the general eutectic 
problem. We assume a completely symmetric 
eutectic solidifying at exactly the eutectic com- 
position. In terms of our parameters 

UCC =o, p= -1, 

-0,=0,, AA= -ABsA, YA= -YB’Y. 

Furthermore, we pick a,, so as to obtain BA = 7r/4, 
&‘zOLa- - 0, and also kA = kB = 0. The last condi- 
tions mean that the concentration is constant in- 
side the solid phases, equaling 1 inside A and - 1 
inside B. 

Starting from our basic equations, we can show 
that the condition A. VU, = ii. VU, = 0 inside the 
solid phases gives rise to $J = 2iiYcAsB. Therefore, 
the final equation for the liquid region is 

O= (a’. 
s v’G)(A - ~IC)E~~* + I ~GA;c~,~, (14) 

where the factor cA,* = +l, -linregionAorB. 
By symmetry, we can solve for the interface only 
in the region i= 0, N since 0,+,= -ON_,. Simi- 
larly, choosing the full periodicity A means the 
position xN = X/4; this then serves to fix ds,. 

The final variables are 8,, j = 1, N and h (or 
equivalently p), for a total of N + 1. The integral 
equation is evaluated at N - 1 points, 9, is fixed 
and 8(s = 0) is zero. A solution of the equation is 
then found by solving these N + 1 algebraic equa- 
tions, at fixed y and A. Once we have determined 
p for a fixed input value of the parameter y, we 
can work backwards from the defining formula 

A -002 - 

A B 

-0.04 - 

-0.0600’ ’ ’ ’ I, I ,: 
01 0.2 0.3 

X 

Fig. 2. Solution at A = 0.1, p = 0.06. 

p = uh/4D together with eq. (5b) to find the 
physical wavelength. Notice that the physical 
velocity of the solution is determined by y for 
fixed material parameters. This is similar to the 
situation which occurs in free dendritic growth 
where the only measure of surface energy effects is 
the (dimensionless) velocity. 

We have studied A in the region from 0.05 to 
0.25, and solved for the shape and the velocity as 
a function at wavelength. A typical solution corre- 
sponding to A = 0.1, p = 0.0609, and dimension- 
less velocity 3.65 X 10e3 is shown in fig. 2, In fig. 
3, we plot the band of allowed velocities at several 

0’04 ; 
003 

1 

Fig. 3. Velocity band at A = 0.15, 0.20, 0.25. 
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020 ~‘H 0.03

a fold (A~2) b

0.15 — —

0.02— —
~ ::: 0.01 - •

~ ooo~~ I
-0-1 00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 - 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

p A

Fig. 4. Fold in p: (a)p versusy at ~1= 0.2; (b) velocity versus~1.

different undercoolings.In eachcase, thereis a Of course,only a completedynamicaltheory can
maximum allowedvelocity. Early theoriesof pat- testwhetherthis conjecturehasanyvalidity.
tern selection [7] suggestedthat this particular
solution would be dynamically selected,but this
assumptionis completelyad hoc and is likely to 5. Conclusions
be incorrect.

In fig. 4a, we show the Peclet number p = This paperhaspresenteda straightforwardbut
vA/4D along the solution branchcorresponding extremely powerful methodology for computing
to ~ = 0.2. We seethat thereis maximumpossible steady-statelamellar eutectic patterns.In princi-
value of p, which of course,does not coincide ple, this method can be applied to any (two-di-
with the maximum velocity since the physical mensional)realisticsystemgiven knowledgeof all
wavelengthvarieswith velocityaswemovethrough the relevant thermodynamicparameters.Also, ex-
the band.The maximumcorrespondsto a fold in tension to three dimensions, while technically
the solution branchwhen plotted versusp. This challenging,seemsfeasible.
fold is a genericfeatureof many patternforming To illustrate our ideas, we have studied the
systems.For example,a similar fold givesrise to a simplest possiblemodel system, that of a corn-
maximumPeclet numberfor cellular solutions at pletely symmetriceutecticwith no diffusion in the
fixed drawingvelocity during directionalsolidifi- solid and kA = kB = 0. This system already cx-
cation [5]. hibits some interesting structure,possibly related

In fig. 4b, we show the velocity corresponding to the dynamical issue of velocity selection.
to the solution at the fold, versusundercooling. Specifically, we showedthat thereis a maximum
Theresultsseemsto follow a ~2 law. This scaling wavelength at any fixed undercoolingdue to a
is consistentwith most experimentalstudies[1]. fold of the solution branch; this structure has
One obvious hypothesisis that patternselection beenstudiedextensivelyin othersystemsandcan
maybeconnectedto the existenceof the fold. We be quite crucial in understandingsteady-state
havegiven [5] heuristicargumentsthat this might structure.
be the case for directional solidification; here, Thereare clearly severalareaswhichneedto be
however,the situation is complicatedby the cou- workedon. First, we would like to take a specific
pling betweenvelocity and wavelengthselection, realistic systemandrepeatthe computations.We
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expect to find the samequalitative behavior as 02-85ER54189.H.L. was supported in part by a

discussedhere for a model problem but with a grant from DARPA under University Research
realistic system, we can compareour predicted Initiative, GrantNo. N00014-86-K-0758.
band to actualexperimentalobservations.Next,
we would like to extendthe steady-statemethod-
ologyto theproblemof linearstability.This would References
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